Tracking the Lifetime of Domains

Domains are an important part of the Internet ecosystem. They are administered by large registries, registered by individual users or companies and served by individual name servers or large operators. The complexity of this ecosystem results in a variety of potential states a domain can be in, e.g., freshly registered, actually used, parked [1,2] or expired.

To analyze the development of domains in more detail, this thesis seeks to track the development of domains throughout their lifetime. The goal is to identify how domains are used and when they change their status. Therefore, an automaton for the life cycle of a domain should be developed including possible status changes. Afterwards, DNS scans and registry information will be used to analyze the life cycle of specific domains and their status changes.

We download complete zone files from CZDS [3] on a daily basis and resolve all domains. Further information regarding operators and registration need to be identified and collected during the process of the thesis.

Motivation

- Develop an automaton that describes the status of domains
- Define potential status changes and derive methodologies to identify them
- Analyze the development of specific domains

Your Task

- Basic programming knowledge in Python
- Knowledge with databases and SQL
- Familiarity with GIYF-Based work approaches
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